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The Thinking Secrets of Master Inventors
Robert Mikel
Robert Mikel will be our speaker for January 2013 and will speak on, The Thinking Secrets
of Master Inventors. Master Inventors like Edison, Bell, Westinghouse and Tesla used unique,
specific thinking principles, laws and strategies, unknown to most people then and now, to
create their inventions and change the world. During this dynamic presentation you will learn
such thinking secrets as:
* Why resolutions and goals are not enough
* Why people lose their motivation during the inventive process and how to overcome it
* A proven method for overcoming resistance for monetizing your invention
* What successful inventors do to create, accelerate and sustain great results
* Two strategies to discover the next best step toward promoting your invention
* And much more!
As a Certified Life Mastery Consultant and Coach, Robert is dedicated to assisting people,
using proven tools and support, in changing from their present state to where they really want
to be, both personally and professionally.
He works with entrepreneurs, as well as other professionals at all levels of service and
management, to help them clarify their vision and plans, accelerate their results and achieve
greater success and fulfillment in their lives.
Having a broad background, as a wellness marketing executive, a San Antonio firefighter, a
paramedic, an EMS lieutenant and a creative do-it-yourself-er, Mr. Mikel is able to offer rich,
valuable, broad-based knowledge and experience in assisting inventors and entrepreneurs
achieve their goals and dreams.
Also, please take this opportunity to pay your annual dues ($25/$95 Corporate), thanks!

Wednesday, January 9, 2013
5:30-6:30 Networking 6:30-8:00 PM - Presentation

San Antonio Technology Center
3463 Magic Drive
(North of I-410 Between Callaghan and Fredericksburg Roads)

Public Invited
Special Thanks For: Refreshments Provided by Marx Design
Alamo Inventors, a Special Interest Group (SIG) of Technology Connexus
Association, is a non-profit organization made up of local
area engineers, business people, professionals, students, faculty and people from
all walks of life. Anyone interested in inventing and/or business and product
development is welcome to attend and become a member.
For more information visit:

www. alamoinventors .org

